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Welcome



East Lothian: our journey to PASC 



Our Aims
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Our Approach



Driver Diagram



Our Systems

Do you currently use Docman for the 
management of patient documents?

Do you have a dedicated team within the practice 
that manages the workflow of documents?

If you answered YES to Q2, does this team also 
perform the clinical coding?

Is all your incoming clinical correspondence 
workflowed to clinicians to view/action?

If you answered NO to Q4, can you provide any 
examples of items NOT workflowed (excluding DNA 
& Scheduled Appointment letters)

Do you have a dedicated team for 
coding in the practice?

How were the skills developed for 
these team members?

Who reviews the mail and decides 
which items are coded?

If you have a non-clinical member of 
the team coding, would they action 
any of the following if indicated in 
correspondence?

Do you have any additional members 
of the team that require coding 
training?



Process Mapping - Before



Process Mapping - After



What Matters To Us?

“The greatest waste... is 
failure to use the abilities 
of people... to learn about 
their frustrations and 
about the contributions 
that they are eager to 
make.”



Staff Experience



Practice Manager Feedback

“Whilst the team have already been workflowing and 
coding for a number of years in our practice it has been 
really surprising how much their confidence dipped when 
increasing the role. It has been a long and very slow 
process. Whilst confidence and skills are improving these 
need to be sustained and I am hopeful that the document 
management training will build a base for this and with 
further support in the practice we will be able to achieve 
our goals. ”



Creating The Conditions



Critical Success Factors



Growing Our Own?



Next Steps...



The Reading List…



Keep in touch

Elouise.Johnstone@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk

@PeeblesEllie @SmailJo


